Duration

1.5

Team/Age:

Youth Team

Organization SYSO
Theme:

Forward Runs Leading onto a goal scoring opportunity

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Objectives
30x30 area, splitting players into
teams of 3.
They must pass the ball between all
3 members of the group. After
each pass players must find the
next appropriate angle and
distance to receive the ball.

Warm up

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 1 -

Click to insert session diagram

Progression: After passing the ball
each players must identify new
space to receive the ball
Restrict touches and time

6 Mannequins/Flags, 2 Goals
Area size can be adapted.
8 outfield (4 each corner) 2 GK
The Dribbling players maneuvers
forwards, around each object,
whilst the second player make a
leading run between two
mannequins. A leading pass must
be timed with the leading run, as
the movement as to remain onside.
Progression Add Defender
Multi-directional Game
4GK

Activity 2 -

3v3 - 1 Neutral Player
White time Shooting (up and
Down) - Blue Team - (Side to Side)
Progression(s) :
Click to insert session diagram

Players must shoot after 4 passes?
(Encouraging to penetrate the
possession forward. )
Time Restriction
Set up 3 zones, 2 Defence, 2
Midfield and 1 Attack from both
team.

SSG

Objective each team must pass
through every zone, before
attempting to score
Click to insert session diagram

Interactive Forms created by www.academysoccercoach.com

Print Form

Progression:
Any players that passes into the
next zone can continue into the
zone to create an overload.

Email Form

Key Coaching Points
Different passing surfaces
Weight of pass
Power and accuracy of pass.
Identifying space.
Placement of the pass
Communication between players
Observing every interference
around.
Identifying an early passing
opportunity.

Ball Manipulation - Surface
Selection to dribble around
objects. Where's the space?
Control Technique
Movement Forward?
Timing of forward Run?
Timing of pass?
Combination
Communication? Where & how to
execute the pass?
Weight of pass?
Surface Selection of shot?
Placement of shot?
Shooting Technique
Ball Manipulation - Surface Where's
the space?
Control Technique
Movement Forward?
Timing of forward Run?
Timing of pass?
Combination
Communication? Where & how to
execute the pass?
Weight of pass?
Surface Selection of shot?
Placement of shot?
Shooting Technique
Different passing surfaces
Weight of pass
Power and accuracy of pass.
Identifying space.
Placement of the pass
Communication between players
Observing every interference
around.
Identifying an early passing
opportunity.
Identifying the structure required
to operate within soccer, not
denying each other space on the
soccer ball.
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